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Routing Strategies for Maximizing Throughput
in LEO Satellite Networks
Jun Sun and Eytan Modiano, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper develops routing and scheduling algorithms for packet transmission in a low earth orbit satellite
network with a limited number of transmitters and buffer space.
We consider a packet switching satellite network, where time is
slotted and the transmission time of each packet is fixed and equal
to one time slot. Packets arrive at each satellite independently
with a some probability during each time slot; their destination
satellite is uniformly distributed. With a limited number of
transmitters and buffer space on-board each satellite, contention
for transmission inevitably occurs as multiple packets arrive at
a satellite. First, we establish the stability region of the system
in terms of the maximum admissible packet arrival rate that
can possibly be supported. We then consider three transmission
scheduling schemes for resolving these contentions: random packet
win, where the winning packet is chosen at random; oldest packet
win, where the packet that has traveled the longest distance wins
the contention; and shortest hops win (SHW), where the packet
closest to its destination wins the contention. We evaluate the
performance of each of the schemes in terms of throughput. For
a system without a buffer, the SHW scheme attains the highest
throughput. However, when even limited buffer space is available,
all three schemes achieve about the same throughput performance.
Moreover, even with a buffer size of just a few packets the achieved
throughput is close to that of the infinite buffer case.
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Fig. 1.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N ORDER TO efficiently support bursty packet data
traffic, future satellite systems may be designed using
packet switching techniques. In this paper, we consider a low
earth orbit (LEO) satellite network with packet transmission
capabilities. Each satellite is equipped with a limited number
of transmitters for communicating with its neighboring satellites and some limited buffer space for storing packets while
they await their transmission. Due to the random nature of
packet traffic, contention for transmission inevitably occurs as
multiple packets arrive at a satellite. How to best resolve these
contentions in order to achieve high throughput is the focus of
this paper. Specifically, we consider three scheduling schemes
for node-to-node communication in satellite networks and we
analyze their throughput under a stochastic traffic environment.
mesh (shown in
We model the satellite network as an
Fig. 1), where each satellite has transmitters and receivers.
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An
mesh is a two-dimensional (2-D) -ary hypercube.
This topology is similar in structure to that used in the Iridium
satellite systems [3]–[5] and differs from a binary hypercube in
that each node has a constant number of neighbors (4), regardless of . Of course, satellite constellations, such as Iridium
mesh topology. Here, we
may not form a symmetric
focus on the symmetric case for simplicity, but our results can
be very easily applied to a nonsymmetric topology. For the remainder of the paper, we will refer to this topology simply as a
and
(i.e., the satelmesh. We focus on the case of
lite can transmit to only one of its neighbors and receive from all
of its neighbors simultaneously). A limited number of transmitters may be used in order to reduce the size and cost of the satellite payload and reduce the processing requirements on the satellite. For example, a single solid-state amplifier can be shared
among the cross-links and be used to activate one cross-link at
a time. Again, depending on the system design, the number of
transmitters and receivers may be different than the case considered in this paper. However, the analysis presented here can
be easily applied to any other number of receivers and transmitand
, etc.). In this paper, we focus only
ters (e.g.,
on the problem of intersatellite communication. That is, we are
only concerned with the routing of packets from a source satellite to a destination satellite. The communication of data from
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the satellite to the ground and from the ground to the satellite
is a topic that has received much attention in the past and is not
considered in this work.
The network operation is similar to one discussed in [12].
That is, the nodes operate synchronously: the time axis is divided into slots and each node can relay one packet per time
slot. A new packet is generated independently at each node locally with probability during each time slot. Thus, the arrival
process of new packets is modeled as a Bernoulli process with
packets per time slot. Each packet then follows a fixed
rate
shortest path to its destination node. At the end of a slot there are
up to four continuing packets (received from neighboring satellites during that time slot) at each satellite node. As more than
one continuing packets arrive at a particular node, contention
for transmission in the next time slot will occur. Note that even
if we used as many as four transmitters at each node, contention
would still occur, as multiple packets may need to be routed
along the same satellite cross-link. Hence, we need to develop
a transmission scheduling scheme for resolving these conflicts.
After a packet arrives at its destination node at the end of a time
slot, it is removed from the system.
Routing schemes for resolving packets’ contention in a regular topology have been investigated by numerous researchers.
In [10], Greenberg and Hajek provided an approximate analysis
of the transient and steady-state behavior of deflection routing
in hypercube network. Stamoulis and Tsitsiklis [11] studied the
efficiency of greedy routing in hypercube network. In [12], the
authors propose two different hypercube routing schemes and
evaluate the throughput of both the buffered and the unbuffered
version of these schemes. Their results are also approximate. In
all the aforementioned papers, the topology that they used is hypercube.
In this paper, we propose several scheduling schemes and
compare, for each scheme, the average throughput of the network when it reaches steady-state. Specifically, we study the
throughput of random packet win (RPW) scheme, where the
winning packet is chosen at random; oldest packet win scheme
(OPW), where the packet that has traveled the longest distance
toward its destination receives priority; and shortest hop win
(SHW) scheme, where the packet that has the shortest distance
to its destination receives priority over other continuing packets.
Both our analytic and simulated results show that, in the case of
no buffer at each node, SHW scheme attains the best throughput
performance, OPW scheme the second, and RPW the worst.
These results can be intuitively explained by noting that the
SHW scheme gives preference to packets that are about to exit
the system and, hence, leads to improved system throughput.
Similarly, the OPW scheme gives preference to packets that
have traveled a longer distance and, hence, may be closer to
their destination than other packets. Surprisingly, we found that
when there is a buffer at each node, the performance of the three
schemes are very similar in terms of throughput. Moreover, we
found that even a small buffer size can achieve throughput close
to that of an infinite buffer size. Finally, our schemes give priority to continuing packets over new packets; hence, packets are
typically not dropped inside the network, but are prevented from
entering the network at their origin. When packets are dropped
inside the network, due to contention or buffer overflow it is as-

sumed that those packets will be retransmitted by higher layer
protocols (for example, by a link layer protocol that is designed
to operate over the satellite system). The operation of such retransmission protocols is a well studied topic that is outside the
scope of this paper. Instead, we assume that the packets arrive at
each node with a rate , that includes both new packets and retransmissions of old packets. Such an assumption is often used
in the analysis of multiple-access protocols [14].
In Section II, we derive the stability region of the system. That
is the region of arrival rates for which the satellite systems can be
used to deliver traffic. In Section III, we analyze the throughput
of the various transmission schemes and compare their performance with and without buffers. In Section IV, we summarize
the paper.
II. STABILITY ANALYSIS
mesh with
nodes, each of
We consider now an
which generates packets independently according to a random
process of rate packets per unit time to be sent to a random
and uniformly chosen destination node. The packet takes exactly one unit of time to be transmitted. Each node can only
transmit to one of its neighbors during a given slot, but can receive packets from all neighbors simultaneously. We first derive
a necessary condition for stability.
Theorem 1: A necessary condition for the system to be stable
is
(1)
where
is the expected number of hops from source node to
destination node.
Proof: The total number of new packets generated in the
, where
. During each time
network per unit time is
packet transmissions
unit, an average total demand of
is the expected number
are generated in the system, where
of hops from source node to destination node. Since at most
transmissions may take place per unit of time, we have
, or
.
Next, we will show that the network is stable if
by employing a fixed shortest path routing scheme. That is,
all packets that are generated at node with destination go
through the same shortest path to reach their destination nodes
(for example see [8]). We first present several lemmas that will
be useful. The following lemma is from [1].
be the
Lemma 1: Consider any start node and let
number of nodes exactly hops away from node . For even,
we have

Proof: See [1].
Next, consider a scenario in which every node of the network
sends out one unit of traffic to every other node (also known
as complete exchange or all-to-all communication [2]) by using
a fixed shortest path routing algorithm. Each source-destination
pair uniquely defines one class of traffic. The load of a particular
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link is defined to be the number of different classes of traffic that
pass through that link. We are interested in the average load of
a link under all-to-all traffic.
mesh, the total number of nodes in the network
For an
; the total number of unordered node pairs is
is
; and the total number of links is
. The following
lemma gives us the average load of a link under all-to-all traffic.
Lemma 2: For an
mesh under all-to-all traffic, the
for odd, and
average load of a link is
for even by using a fixed shortest path routing algorithm.
is odd. From
Proof: We first consider the case where
unLemma 1, we see that there are a total of
ordered pairs that are hops away from each other for
, and a total of
unordered pair
. Here, the maximum shortest hop
for
.
length between two nodes in the network is
Let denote the average path length between two nodes. We
then have
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call these classes of traffic internal arrivals. That is, a total of
internal arrivals must
classes of
be transmitted through node . In addition, the
traffic that are generated locally at node are called external arrivals. Since the round-robin service policy serves each class in
a round robin fashion, a constant fraction of service time is allocated to each class of traffic. Under the round-robin policy, node
can be viewed as having many dedicated servers (one for each
class of traffic) with identical service rate. Hence, all queues at
node are independent, and they are stable as long as the service
rate is greater than the arrival rate for each class of traffic. A particular class of traffic typically will travel through several nodes
to reach its destination. If all nodes on its path to the destination
are serving this class of traffic at a rate greater than the arrival
rate, the series of queues are also stable ([15, Th. 7.4.12]). In
order to complete the proof of the theorem, we next derive the
traffic rate that travel through node . First, the internal arrivals
from all four of node ’s neighbors have a total rate of

arrival rate of a single class

The total traffic in this network is
. Thus, since all links have the same load due to
the symmetry of the network and the fixed shortest path routing,
the average load on a link is the total traffic divided by the
.
number of links
The case for even can be shown similarly.
Now, assuming there is a separate buffer for each class of
traffic that is going to be served at a node, we consider a roundrobin service policy whereby the transmitter serves each queue
with an equal amount of time. In the case of an empty queue,
the transmitter will be idle for a period of time that is allocated
to that queue. Then, we have the following sufficient condition
for stability.
Theorem 2: With packet’s arrival rate and the destination
node uniformly chosen, the
mesh network is stable for
, where
is the expected path
all
length between two nodes, under a fixed shortest path routing
scheme and using the round-robin service policy.
mesh for
odd. There is a
Proof: Consider an
classes of traffic in this queuing network,
total of
.
each corresponding to a unique source-destination pair
For an arbitrary node in the network, since the packets are
arriving at an external rate of and destinations are uniformly
chosen, packets of class
arrive at the rate of
for all nodes
. Due to the use of the fixed shortest path
routing scheme, we know exactly how many classes of traffic
need to be served at node . Specifically, from Lemma 2, each
of the four links connecting node has
classes of traffic that need to go to or through node (the term
is there because the links are bidirectional and we only consider the traffic in one direction coming into node ). More preclasses
cisely, for each link connecting node
of traffic need to go to node , while
classes of traffic need to go through node . We

In addition, there are
external arrivals at node , so the
external arrival rate at node is equal to
arrival rate of a single class
Therefore, the total arrival rate to node
ternal and internal arrival rates) is

(the sum of the ex-

Now, since the total service rate is equal to 1, in order for the
queue to be stable, we must have

Note that in the above, we used the fact that under shortest
. Moreover, for routing schemes that
path routing
choose a random shortest path between the source and destination node, it can be similarly shown that the stability region is
.
still
III. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION OF THROUGHPUT
In this section, we present the main results of this paper.
Several scheduling schemes to resolve contention for transmission are discussed. Detailed theoretical analysis and simulation results of throughput are provided. First, we give a general
overview of these transmission schemes which will be analyzed
in the later sections. We assume that, at each node, there is buffer
which can hold up to packets, in addition to the packet under
transmission. Because only one transmitter is available at each
node, conflicts result from simultaneous arrivals of more than
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one packet from the neighboring nodes or a new packet generated in the current node. Contention may be resolved by assigning different priority to the incoming packets (both the continuing packets and the new packet). Below, we describe several schemes to resolve the contention. In all schemes, packets
follow fixed shortest paths to their destination nodes.
1) Random Packet Win (RPW): If more than one continuing
packets arrive at a node, RPW randomly chooses the one
to be transmitted in the next time slot. The other packets
are stored in the buffer if there is space available. When
the buffer space cannot accommodate all of the continuing packets that need to be stored in the buffer, RPW
randomly selects packets among these continuing packets
to fill up the buffer (the other packets are dropped). In case
of no continuing packet arriving, RPW picks the head of
buffer packet to be transmitted in the next time slot. If the
buffer is empty, RPW sends the newly generated packet
(if there is one) in the next time slot. In case of contention,
the new packet is discarded.
2) Oldest Packet Win (OPW): If more than one continuing
packets arrive at a node, OPW chooses the one that has
traveled the most hops toward its destination to be transmitted in the next time slot. The other packets are stored
in the buffer if there is space available. When the buffer
space cannot accommodate all of the continuing packets
that need to be stored in the buffer, OPW randomly selects packets among these continuing packets to fill up the
buffer (the other packets are dropped). In case of no continuing packet arriving, OPW selects the head of buffer
packet to be transmitted in the next time slot. If the buffer
is empty, OPW transmits the newly generated packet (if
there is one) in the next time slot. In case of contention,
the new packet is discarded. The OPW scheme attempts
to give priority to packets that have traveled a longer
distance toward their destination and, hence, reduce the
waste in capacity that may result from dropping packets
that have already traveled a long way.
3) Shortest Hop Win (SHW): If more than one continuing
packets arrive at a node, SHW chooses the one with the
shortest hop distance to its destination node to be transmitted in the next time slot. The other packets are stored
in the buffer if there is space available. When the buffer
space cannot accommodate all of the continuing packets
that need to be stored in the buffer, SHW randomly picks
packets among these continuing packets to fill up the
buffer (the other packets are dropped). In case of no continuing packet arriving, SHW picks the head of buffer
packet to be transmitted in the next time slot. If the buffer
is empty, SHW sends the newly generated packet (if there
is one) in the next time slot. In case of contention, the new
packet is discarded. The SHW scheme attempts to give
priority to packets that are closer to their destination and,
hence, reduce the load in the system by getting packets
out of the system as soon as possible.
We will give a detailed analysis of the throughput of SHW
scheme and OPW scheme in the subsequent sections. The analysis of RPW scheme is similar to the SHW scheme and, therefore, omitted for brevity.

We also introduce the following notation which will be useful
in the later sections. For an arbitrary packet , let
denote
its source node; denote its destination node; and
denote the shortest hop distance between
and . We also let
denote the maximum shortest hop distance between a source
for the
mesh.
and destination pair. Note that
A. Throughput Analysis for SHW Scheme With Buffer
mesh
In Theorems 1 and 2, the capacity region of the
network was established. However, the throughput of any particular routing scheme may not necessarily achieve this capacity.
We wish to compare the above routing schemes in terms of
throughput performance. Analyzing throughput performance in
a network with random traffic is nontrivial because the arrivals
of packets on different links to a particular node are not independent. As a result, the network forms a system of interacting
queues, whose exact analysis involves the solution of an -dimensional Markov chain (where is the number of nodes in
for the
mesh) [1]. In order
the network and equals
to reduce the dimensionality of the system, we make an independence approximations to the system. Such approximations
are often used to analyze network performance [1], [10], [14].
In particular, under our uniform traffic and random destination
assumption, it is reasonable to expect that the independence approximation is well justified. In fact, we will show later through
simulation that the analysis using the independence approximation performs extremely well when compared with simulations.
We make two approximating assumptions that are similar to the
assumptions made in [10] to analyze deflection routing in hypercubes. First, we assume that packet arrivals on each different
incoming link to a particular node are independent during a time
slot. Second, we assume that the arrivals of packets to a node in
one slot are independent of the arrivals to the node during previous slots.
At the beginning of a time slot, the transmitter at an arbitrary node, say node , sends a packet to one of its neighbors, say node . Before the start of the transmission at node ,
if the packet is hops away from its destination node, we say
. When
the packet is of type ; more precisely,
the packet arrives at node , it competes with other arriving
packets for transmission during the next time slot. A packet is
said to be the winning packet if it will be transmitted in the next
time slot. The SHW scheme selects amongst continuing packets
at node the one with the shortest hop distance to its destina, packets
tion to be the winning packet. If there are
having the same shortest hop distance to their respective destination nodes, SHW randomly selects one packet to be the winning packet among these packets. If has the shortest hop
distance to its destination node among the continuing packets at
at node
node , it is said to be a winning packet of type
. If no continuing packet arrives at node during a time slot,
the winning packet is the head of buffer packet if the buffer is
nonempty. Similarly, the newly generated packet is the winning
packet if there are no continuing packets and buffered packets at
node . Once the packet arrived its destination node, it departs
the system.
In the steady-state, due to the same external arrival rate
and uniform destination for each newly generated packet, by
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symmetry each node has the same statistics (i.e., the probability
, is the same for all
that a winning packet is of type
nodes) without the approximation assumption. However, to get
the exact value of these statistics, we have to utilize the two approximations made above. Specifically, by considering only one
, denote the event that
node in the network, let
node has a winning packet of type . Similarly, let denote the
event that node is idle, which means no packet in the buffer, no
continuing packet, and no new packet generated at node . We
can then write the probabilities
’s and
recursively,
in terms of the same probabilities at neighboring nodes, by using
the property that each node has the same statistics and by considering the interactions between node and its neighboring
’s.
nodes. Throughout this section, we focus on finding
The throughput is thus obtained as
in the SHW scheme.
Again, considering an arbitrary node , we define the
following.
, to be the event that node received
•
packets, with their destination nodes other than node ,
from out of the four neighboring nodes.
, to be the event that the head of the buffer
•
packet is of type .
, to be the event that a new packet that is
•
hops away from the destination node is generated at node
.
• BE to be the event that the buffer at node is empty.
•
to be the event that the buffer at node is nonempty.
With the relevant events defined, we now write the equations
in terms of these events. For
, we have
for

(2)
and for

To derive the above equations, consider the events that take
place at node . Since we give the first priority to the continuing
packets, next priority to the buffered packet, and the lowest prioccurs if and only if one of the
ority to the new packet, event
following events occur.
• A continuing packet of type arrives at node and wins
the contention.
• The head of buffer packet is of type and no continuing
packet arrives.
• A new packet of type is generated at node , no continuing packet arrives, and the buffer is empty.
Equation (2) enumerates all of the above events. For event , it
occurs only when a new packet of type is generated; there are
no continuing packets; and no buffered packet (any continuing
packet cannot be type packet since is the maximum hop
distance between any source and destination node). Now, we
write the individual terms out. The probability that a new packet
with hops to its destination is generated is the following:
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where
denotes the number of nodes that are hops away
is the total number of possible des(see Lemma 1) and
tination node. We also get for

(3)
denotes the probability that a
The term
neighboring node of sends a continuing packet to node . Similarly,
is the probability that a node is
given that node is sending a packet;
sending a packet of type
and
is the probability that a node
, given that
is sending a packet whose type is greater than
node is sending a packet.
and
Then, letting
, we have for
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
To interpret the above equations, consider (5) for
.
Recall that packet with shorter distance to its destination has
priority. Given that exactly two packets arrived from two of the
four neighboring nodes of node , the event that the winning
packet is hops away from its destination, or type packet, is
the union of the following two disjoint events.
• At node , both of these two arriving packets are type
packets [for example, the first term in (5), ].
• At node , one of these two arriving packets is a type
packet and the other one is of type , where
[for example, the second term in (5),
].
The rest of the above equations can be explained similarly.
Next, we will investigate the probability that a head of buffer
packet is of type . The event that a head of buffer packet is
of type is the same as the event that a buffered packet is of
type since each packet in the buffer will be transmitted sometime in the future by our routing algorithm. In other words, a
buffered packet will surely become a head of buffer packet since
denote the event that an arbiit will not be dropped. Let
hops away from its destination
trary packet, say , that is
node before the start of its transmission to node , subsequently
loses the contention with other packets at node
a packet in the buffer is of type
type packet gets sent to the buffer
packet gets sent to buffer)
(8)
Note also that a packet of type (newly generated packet
with hops to its destination node) will never be stored in the
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buffer by the priority rule. Packet , which just became a type
packet after reaching node , may lose the contention if one of
the following events occur.
: Out of the three remaining neighboring
• Event
nodes of node , there is at least one of them which is
, to node .
sending a packet of type , where
: Out of the three remaining neighboring
• Event
nodes of node , there is exactly one of them which is
to node , while the
also sending a packet of type
others are either not sending a packet to node or sending
to node .
packets of type
: Out of the three remaining neighbor of node
• Event
, there are exactly two of them which are also sending
to node , while the other neighboring
packets of type
node is either not sending a packet to node or sending
, to node .
packet of type
: Out of the three remaining neighbor of node
• Event
, each one of them is sending a packet of type
to
node .
, beFrom the above description, it is clear that
cause, by definition, a type 1 packet has arrived at its destination
, we have
and departed the system. For

β4
β3
β2
0
β0

2

β2+β3+β4
j

j-1

m-1

β1

β1

m
β0

β0

β0
β1

Fig. 2.

β2

β2
1

β0+β1

β3+β4
β3

β1

β1

Markov chain of the number of packets in a buffer of size

β1+β2+β3+β4

m.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULT AND THEORETICAL RESULT FOR
11 11 MESH USING SHORTEST HOP WIN SCHEME WITH BUFFER

2

(9)
and for
(10)
(15)
(11)
(16)
(12)
When event
occurs, packet will be sent to the buffer
with probability one (although it may be dropped due to buffer
, or
, or
overflow). Likewise, when event
occurs, packet
will be sent to the buffer with probability
, respectively. Now,
can be obtained as

To get
, we denote by
, the probability that there are packets at a node’s buffer at the beginning
of slot. Since there are four receivers at a node, at most three
continuing packets may arrive at the buffer during a time slot.
Fig. 2 is a finite-state Markov chain which describes the evolution of the number of packets in a buffer of size . The state
represents the number of packets in the buffer. Thus, we have
(13)
(14)

(17)
Recall that is defined in (3).
numerWith the above equations, we can solve for
ically. The throughput is obtained as
. For
our simulation, a 11 11 mesh with a buffer size of four at
each node is used. As Table I shows, our numerical result
is very accurate compare with the simulation result. The
99.99% confidence interval (within four standard deviations)
is also shown in the table. Moreover, from Theorem 1, we
know that the maximum achievable throughput is limited to
. It is, therefore, interesting
to note that the algorithm achieves throughput levels that are
very close to the theoretical upper-bound. Finally, it is important to note that the value of represents the total offered load
that includes both new arrivals, as well as retransmitted packets.
In order for the system to be stable, the external arrival rate of
new packets into the system must not exceed the throughput of
.
the system, which in this case is limited to
As we mentioned earlier, our method can be generalized
mesh
to asymmetrical satellite constellations (i.e., a
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B. Throughput Analysis for SHW Scheme Without Buffer
In this section, we consider the throughput of the SHW
scheme without buffer at each node. The analysis is similar to
the one in the previous section. The notation, if not specified,
will be the same as the one defined previously. Again, we give
priority to the continuing packet over the newly generated
packet (i.e., the new packet can be transmitted only if no
continuing packet arrives at that node). Thus, we have for

(18)
and for
(19)
and
can be calculated by
using the exact same formulas given in the previous section.
Fig. 3 is a plot of the throughput of a system with buffer and
a system without buffer under SHW. When the load is low, the
system with buffer outperforms the system without buffer. This
can be explained by noting that packets can be put in the buffer
temporarily if it lost the competition instead of just dropping
them in the case of no buffer. Dropping a packet which has
already traveled a certain number of hops wastes the previous
transmissions of that packet, thus decreases the throughput of
system. Intuitively, we would like to minimize the wasted work
and hope that every transmission is going to contribute to the
gets very high, more
increase in throughput. As the load

Throughput of system with buffer v.s. without buffer
0.2

0.18

0.16

0.14
Throughput

topology). Here, we beriefly discuss how we can extend our
analysis presented so far to the asymmetrical case. In the above
analysis of SHW scheme, we calculate the probability that a
, to get
particular node has a winning packet of type
the throughput. Now, consider a winning packet of type at
node . Since the topology is symmetrical, the packet will
be transmitted to any of the four neighboring node of with
. However, when the topology is asymmetric,
probability
the amount of traffic that goes through a vertical link is more
than that goes through a horizontal link. For a winning packet
of type at node , it is not clear how to get the probability that
this packet will travel vertically or horizontally in the next hop.
In fact, keeping track of the number of hops to destination is
not enough for the asymmetrical topology. Instead, we need to
know both the number of horizontal hops left and the number of
vertical hops left to the destination for a packet. This way, once
we specify a shortest path routing algorithm, the probability of
a packet goes vertically or horizontally for the next hop can be
obtained. Similar to the terms defined previously, a packet of
indicates that packet has horizontal hops left and
type
vertical hops left to its destination. To get the throughput,
we need to get the probability that a particular node, say ,
to be specific. The
has a winnning packet of type
rest of the analysis is similar to the analysis of symmetrical
and
case in the paper. That is, we still need to calculate
, where
denotes the event that a particular node
.
has a winnning packet of type
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Fig. 3. Comparison of throughput of system with buffer size of 4 and without
buffer using SHW.

packets will be in the system. As a result, the system without
buffer can choose among these packets the ones with shorter
hop distance to their destination nodes and drop the others with
relatively longer hop distance to their destination, leading to an
increase in throughput. For the system with buffer, even though
it chooses the packet with shorter hop distance to the destination, it also stores packets with relatively longer hop distance to
the destination in the buffer. In essence, for high , the system
with buffer does not bias toward packets with shorter distance
to their destination nodes as much as the system without buffer
does.
C. Throughput Analysis for OPW Scheme With Buffer
In this section, we analyze the throughput of the OPW
Scheme with buffer. Again, we use the independence approximations made in the analysis of the throughput of SHW
scheme. At the beginning of a time slot, the transmitter at
an arbitrary node, say node , sends a packet to one of its
neighbor, say node . Before the start of the transmission at
node , if packet has already traveled hops from its starting
, we say the packet is of type . Notice
node
that the definition of the type of a packet here is different from
that in the previous section. In the analysis of the SHW, a packet
of type implies that it is hops away from its destination node.
During the transmission, we say that the packet is travelling
th hop from its starting node. When arrives at
on its
packet and has to compete
node , it becomes a type
with other arriving packets for the transmission right of the
next time slot. Among all of the continuing packets at node , a
packet is said to be the winning packet if it traveled the longest
hop distance from its origin node. In case of a tie, the winning
packet is selected at random from the packets that have traveled
the longest distance. When no continuing packets arrive at node
during a time slot, the winning packet is the head of buffer
packet if the buffer is nonempty. Similarly, the newly generated
packet is the winning packet if there are no continuing packets
and no buffered packets at node . Once a packet arrived its
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destination node, it is immediately removed from the system.
Also, when we say that node receive a packet of type , we
implicit assume this packet has to travel at least one more hop
to its destination (i.e., node is not the packet’s destination).
In the steady-state, due to symmetry, all nodes have identical
denote the event that an arbitrary node has a
statistics. Let
winning packet of type (i.e., this packet will travel at least one
more hop to its destination), and denote the event that node
is idle. Again, we use the two approximations made previously
’s and
, which solve the equations
to get a set of
below and sum to one. The throughput can thus be obtained from
.
Let
and

,
The first term in (21) represents the probability of event
and the rest terms denotes the probability of event . The term
represents the probability that
packet traveling on a
there is no type
particular link.
and
be similarly defined as in the preLet the events
vious section. Then, we have for

Similar to the previous analysis on the throughput of SHW
scheme, the probability that a buffered packet is of type
, is
To get
, note that a node has a winning packet of type if
and only if one of the following events occur during a time slot.
• Event : No continuing packet is transmitted to node ,
and the head of buffer packet at node is of type .
: Of the four receivers at node , at least one
• Event
received a packet of type , while the others either did not
.
receive any packet or received packet of type
We then have for

buffer nonempty

(20)
and
(21)

(22)

Again,
is the event that an arbitrary packet has already traveled hops from its starting node after reaching node , it subsequently lost the contention with other packets at node .
A packet, transmitted from one of node ’s neighbors (say
node ), just finished traveling its th hop may lose the contention at node if one of the following events occur.
: Out of the three remaining neighboring
• Event
nodes of node , there is at least one of them which is
sending a packet of type , where
, to node .
— Comment: Since
, after reaching node , that
packet will be type
. The packet from node will
definitely lose in the competition since its hop distance
to its source node, , is strictly shorter.
: Out of the three remaining neighboring node
• Event
of node , there is exactly one neighboring node, say ,
which is also sending a packet of type
to node ,
while the other neighboring nodes are either not sending a
packet to node or sending packets of type
to node .
— Comment: The packet from node will compete with
the packet from node for the transmission right of
next slot. Since both of packets are of the same type,
each one wins the competition with probability one
half.
• Event
: Out of the three remaining neighbor of node
, there are exactly two of them which are also sending a
packet of type
to node , while the other neighboring
node is either not sending a packet to node or sending
packet of type
to node .
• Event
: For the three remaining neighbor of node ,
each of them is sending a packet of type
to node .
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULT AND THEORETICAL RESULT FOR
11 11 MESH USING OLDEST PACKET WIN SCHEME

2

and
(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Now,

is obtained from the following equation:

modifications to (21), we get the following equations
:

The probability that there are packets at a node’s buffer
has exactly the same form as in the previous section [see (13)–(17))]. Finally, we introduce the event
that a packet reached its destination node given it has already
traveled hops. More precisely
packet reached its destination node
in the next hop it already traveled hops
(27)

With all equations available, the throughput of OPW scheme
can be computed as follows:
(28)
Throughput

Solving for the values of
and subsequently the throughput
numerically for a 11 11 mesh with a buffer size of four at
each node, we again obtain accurate results as compared with
simulations, as shown in Table II.
D. Throughput Analysis for OPW Scheme Without Buffer
The case of no buffer at each node is very similar to the case
with buffer in terms of throughput analysis. With a few minor

and
(29)

For the 11 11 mesh, we again calculate the theoretical
throughput of the system without buffer and compare it with
the simulation results. We see that the throughput for a system
with buffer is significantly greater than the throughput of a
system without buffer, shown in Fig. 4.
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Throughput comparison using different schemes with buffer
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Fig. 4. Comparison of throughput of system with buffer size of 4 and without
buffer using OPW.

Fig. 6. Comparison of throughput of system with buffer size of 4 using
different schemes.

Throughput comparison using different schemes without buffer
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Fig. 5. A comparison of throughput of system without buffer using different
schemes.

E. Comparison of Different Schemes in the No Buffer Case
Following the analysis of previous two sections, we can also
get the throughput for the RPW scheme (with buffer or without
buffer). For system without buffer, of the three schemes discussed so far (SHW, OPW, RPW), we expect that SHW to perform better than the other two schemes in terms of throughput
since the continuing packets in the system are likely to have a
shorter distance to the destination node. Also, the OPW scheme
should perform better than the RPW scheme since it tries to
minimize the amount of wasted work done for a continuing
packet. Fig. 5 below substantiates these expectations. Again,
notice that the SHW scheme achieves throughput that are very
close to the theoretical limit of Theorem 1, which in the case of
an 11 11-mesh is limited to 0.182.
F. Simulation of Other Schemes
The theoretical analysis of the RPW scheme can be carried
out by following the analysis in the previous two sections.

Here, we provide simulation results of the RPW schemes and
compare its performance with the other two schemes. First,
we want to compare the throughput of a system with buffer
under the RPW scheme, OPW scheme, and SHW scheme. For
all three schemes, the continuing packet is given the highest
priority. Buffered packet will be transmitted only if there are
no continuing packets. Likewise, the newly generated packet
will be transmitted only if there are no continuing packets
and no buffered packets. Fig. 6 plots the throughput for the
three scheme. We expected that SHW scheme would perform
significantly better than the other two schemes just as it did
in the no buffer case. Surprisingly, however, we see that the
throughput for three schemes are about the same, although
SHW performs slightly better than the other two schemes in
region. It seems that the buffer has a neutralizing
the high
effects on the system’s throughput (i.e., the choice of which
scheme to use becomes less important). An explanation to
the rather counterintuitive result is the following. After a
packet arrived at the receiving node, the packet which lost the
contention is stored in the buffer if there is any space available.
Notice that we do not decide which packet to put in the buffer.
If there is enough space for all of the packets which did not
win the contention, all of them will be stored in the buffer. In
the event that there is not enough buffer space for all losing
packets, we randomly pick amongst them to be placed in the
remaining spots of the buffer. The packets in the buffer will
eventually be transmitted. Unlike the system without buffer,
these packets are not dropped immediately, although they did
not win the contention. It is in this sense that the contention
is not a strict competition (since they are still in the system).
Therefore, the difference in throughput using different schemes
is not significant. To increase the throughput, one may want to
develop an additional scheme in choosing which packet to be
sent to the buffer instead of choosing it randomly.
To verify the above explanation, we also investigate the
throughput of a rather “bad” scheme called furthest hop win
scheme. This scheme is identical to the SHW scheme except
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Comparison of throughput of system with buffer size of 4 using FHW.

that during a contention the latter scheme chooses the packet
with shortest hop distance to the destination to win while the
former scheme chooses the packet with longest hop distance
to the destination to win. We expect that the furthest hop
win (FHW) scheme would perform much worse than all of
the schemes mentioned so far. However, as Fig. 7 shows, the
throughput of FHW scheme performs only slightly worse than
other schemes. This further substantiates our expectation that
the buffer has a neutralizing effect on system throughput for
the various schemes.
For all of the schemes mentioned so far, the highest priority is
assigned to the continuing packets and the new packets can only
enter the system if there are no continuing packets or buffered
packets. This prompts us to think that the throughput can be
improved if we allow the continuing packets, the head of buffer
packet, and the newly generated packet to compete for the transmission right in the next slot instead of just letting the continuing
packets compete. A modified version of SHW scheme chooses
the packet (among all available packets) with shortest hop distance to its destination node to win. Packets which loss the contention will be stored in the buffer if there is space available. We
call this scheme shortest hops win (SHW) scheme 2. Simulation
result (see Fig. 8) shows that throughput is higher than the four
schemes discussed so far. However, this scheme has one drawback. A closer look at the distribution of number of hops to the
destination node for the head of buffer packet reveals that, with
high probability, the head of buffer packet has a long hop distance to its destination node. This can be explained by noting
that the head of buffer packet is transmitted only if it has the
shortest hop distance to its destination. Consequently, packets
with longer hop distance to their destination than the head of
buffer packet will be placed in the buffer. Eventually, the buffer
will be filled with packets with hops (the maximum hop distance between a source and destination pair) to their destination
nodes. As a result, the buffered packets do not get sent by the
transmitter. Thus, we develop next a scheme which will solve
this problem while still maintaining high level of throughput.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of throughput of system with buffer size of 4 using SHW2
and SHW3.
Throughput comparison for SHW scheme and drop tail routing scheme
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We call this scheme SHW scheme 3. It achieves high throughput
is relatively small. SHW3 works as follows. The new
when
packet and the arriving packets are sent to the buffer if there is
space available. If there is not enough space available for all the
incoming packets (including the arriving packets and the new
packet), we put packets with shorter hop distance to the destination node in the buffer first. At the beginning of a time slot,
the packet at the head of buffer is going to be transmitted. Simulation shows that SHW3 achieves high throughput level when
is small
. However, unlike SHW scheme where
packets are prevented from entering the network at the source
but seldom dropped while inside the network; SHW2 and SHW3
drop most packets once they have already entered the network.
This is a significant disadvantage as it puts an increased burden
on higher layer protocols to recover the dropped packets.
Finally, we compare the commonly used Internet queueing
method, FIFO, and drop tail routing policy, with SHW scheme.
In FIFO drop tail policy, arriving packets are dropped when the
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Throughput vs buffer size for two different schemes.(p0 = 0.5)

Throughput vs buffer size for two different schemes.(p0 = 0.1)
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buffer is full. The head of buffer packet always gets served first,
while the arriving packets are placed at the end of the queue if
there is space available. The resulting throughput of the drop
tail method is shown in Fig. 9. Using the drop tail method, the
buffer will be filled very quickly as the new packet’s arrival
rate increases. When a continuing packet arrives at a particular
node, it has a rather high probability to be droped due to buffer
overflow. Thus, throughput of the drop tail policy decreases as
becomes large.

Throughput comparison of distance dependent traffic and uniform traffic for SHW
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G. Throughput and Buffer Size
To investigate the relationship between the buffer size and the
throughput, we evaluate the throughput for SHW and SHW3 at
, and
by using various buffer
sizes. Fig. 10 illustrates that a network with moderate buffer size
such as four or eight can achieve the same level of throughput as
a network with significantly larger buffer size. In other words,
the throughput of system does not increase with the increase of
buffer size.
H. Nonuniform Traffic Model
So far the analysis and simulation are based on the uniform
traffic model. However, uniform traffic, while it gives us insight
on the performance of various routing schemes, is unlikely in a
real system. Here, we investigate the possible impact of nonuniform traffic on the throughput of routing scheme discussed in
this paper through simulation. Specifically, we consider two
forms of nonuniform traffic in this section: distance-dependent
traffic and hot spot traffic.
For distance-dependent traffic, the probability that a newly
generated packet is hops to its destination depends on the
number of hops . Specifically, a destination node that is
hops away from the source node is generated with probability
for an
mesh. The constant
is an nor,
malization constant satisfying
denotes the number of nodes that is hops away.
where
The distance dependent traffic model defined above generates
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Throughput comparison of distance dependent traffic and uniform

packets with probability that decreases proportionally with the
distance to their destination.
For hot spot traffic, we pick a node arbitrarily from the constellation to be the hot spot node. Then, we add a hot spot traffic
on top of the uniform all-to-all traffic, in which new packets are
during each slot except the
still generated with probability
hot spot node. In addition, every node in the constellation gen.
erates new packets to the hot spot node with probability
The hot spot node also generates a new packet to every other
.
node with probability
Since the distance dependent traffic generates new packet that
has short distance to its destination with high probability, we
expect the throughput of the system would increase comparing
with the throughput of the system with a uniform traffic. Using
SHW scheme, the simulation result in Fig. 11 shows the expected increase. For hot spot traffic, since all nodes want to
send packet to the hot spot node, the links around the hot spot
will be highly congested. As a result, much of the hot spot
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Fig. 12. Throughput comparison of hot spot traffic and uniform traffic.

traffic is dropped thus resulting in a decrease of throughput.
Fig. 12 shows the throughput of the SHW scheme using hot
spot traffic and uniform traffic. In the simulation,
and
.
I. Simulation Accuracy
To establish crediable simulation results, we used the
methods of independent replications in [16] to get the sample
mean, sample variance, and the confidence interval. Specifically, for each data pointed collected (e.g., the throughput
), the simulation is inderesult of SHW scheme with
pendently repeated 200 times. For sample mean and sample
variance, we use the following formulas:
and
. We tabulate the 99.99% confidence interval (within four standard deviations) with our
original data in Tables I and II. For the data points that appeared
in Figs. 6 to 12, since the variance of each data point is very
10 ), it is difficult to depict it in
small (in the range of
the figure. We thus omit it. From the confidence interval, we
see that our simulation results are consistent and accurate.
IV. SUMMARY
This paper considers packet routing and transmission scheduling in packet switched LEO satellite network. In particular,
we examined the impact of limited transmitters and buffer space
on the throughput of such networks. We modeled the network
as an
-mesh network and analyzed throughput performance of the system. First, we showed the stability region of
such network. Then, we consider three transmission schemes
(SHW, RPW, and OPW) and compare their throughput performance using fixed-point analysis for the system’s Markov chain.
As multiple packets arrive at a particular node in a time slot,
SHW chooses the one with shortest hop distance to its destination to be transmitted in the next slot, RPW randomly picks
one to be transmitted, and OPW selects the one with longest
hop distance to the destination. When the satellite nodes have no
buffers, both the analytic and simulated results show that SHW
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scheme attains the best throughput performance, followed by
the OPW scheme and the RPW. In the presence of even limited buffers, the three schemes obtain similar throughput performance. More importantly, we observed that a small buffer
size can achieve throughput close to that of the infinite buffer
size. Of course, smaller buffers may lead to an increase in buffer
overflow probability; however, we observed that most of the
dropped packets occurred at the source node. That is, using our
routing schemes, new packets had lower priority than continuing packets and, hence, when contention occurred at a node,
new packets were prevented from entering the network. Once a
packet entered the network, it reached its destination with very
high probability.
Our paper has primarily focused on throughput analysis for a
network with a single transmitter and multiple receivers. Similar techniques can be easily followed to analyze the throughput
under a different combination of receivers and transmitters. The
analysis of throughput provides us with insight to the design
of such packet switched systems. In a practical system, the arrival rate of new packets into the network must not exceed the
throughput value in order for the system to be stable. Of course,
due to contention, some packets may be prevented from entering
the network, or dropped and subsequently retransmitted. Such
retransmissions can be done by higher layer protocols, such as
a link layer protocol that operates over the satellite system.
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